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1 From DTP to CMP and NP to OWP 

1.1 From revolution to routinization and back again 

The times when DTP could be characterized as revolutionary are over. DTP is self-evident. 
Since the mid 80s DTP has been expanded to include further concepts, redefining the 
publishing revolution each time. Through Electronic Publishing and Cross Media Publishing, 
more and more facets of computer aided publishing began to play a central role. The current 
state of affairs redefines the new motto of Adobe, the originators of PostScript, PDF and 
Acrobat, and, as such the driving force behind Desktop Publishing:  
Network Publishing - “Publish anything, anywhere, on any device.”  
The term Network Publishing actually comprises another, not yet mentioned, publishing topic: 
“Publish anything, anywhere, on any device, in any language!” 

Particularly in regard to documentation for new high-tech consumer products, the demands for 
“Publish in any language” become rapidly clear: cell phones or other telecommunications 
products are marketed worldwide. Even if the devices are full of English terms, everyone would 
still prefer to read product information in his or her native language. Regulations governing 
machinery place further demands: they make localization of documentation into the national 
language of the country in which a machine will be used a compulsory requirement.  

The biggest surprise, however, is that this global publishing awareness –  of a world with many 
languages which need to be considered – is only now, at the beginning of the third millennium, 
beginning to be taken seriously. Until the recent turn of the millennium, it was apparent that the 
typical US business view focused on, apart from their own domestic market, the Asian market. 
The best example is FrameMaker, which supports Japanese, Korean, and Chinese but none of 
the East European languages.  

The following Website reflects somewhat the mentality that has to be changed.  

 

A subtle allusion to the need for “One World Publishing”, and a nice test for language settings 
for your browser. Source: http://www.trigeminal.com/samples/provincial.html. 

http://www.adobe.com/aboutadobe/pressroom/pressmaterials/networkpublishing/main.html
http://www.trigeminal.com/samples/provincial.html
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Beyond the technical aspects, the following link provides further interesting information: 
The World of Languages – Languages of the World – Origins and Development of World 
Languages (Die Welt der Sprachen – Die Sprachen der Welt – Ursprung und Entwicklung der 
Sprachen der Welt): http://www.weikopf.de/Sprache/sprache.html  

One World Publishing has become a necessity due to globalized markets. It is not, however, 
primarily about having publishing systems in all of the languages of the world. It is far more 
important to be able to use a single publishing system to publish virtually all of the world's 
languages, regardless of whatever language version Operating System (OS) is running on the 
machine. If, for instance, publishing in a language such as Japanese is only possible using a 
Japanese version of a publishing system running under a Japanese OS, the requirements of 
One World Publishing have been inadequately met.  

An example: That there is no Greek version of FrameMaker is a circumstance that certainly 
irritates many Greeks; that FrameMaker, however, officially does not even support Greek – 
which, after all, is an official language of the EU – is viewed by export-oriented companies 
(certainly American as well) as more than just an annoyance.  
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The overall One World Publishing process: The integration of the terminology workflow is at first 
an organizational challenge, while  technical issues are only a secondary problem.  

One World Publishing (OWP) offers an integrated process approach to Single Source Editing, 
Translation Workflow, and Cross Media Publishing. And suddenly...one isn't confronted with 
routine tasks any more. Instead it's a new publishing revolution. Why is it, though, that 15 years 
after the introduction of DTP it is still so incredibly difficult to publish in all international 
languages? Why is it that One World Publishing is a revolution once again? All of its 
subprocesses have been standard components of technical documentation production for 
years, and technical documentation has of course always been translated…  

Up until now, the subprocesses have always been observed separately: Single Source Editing 
and Cross Media Publishing in combination with the translation/localization of documents in 
every language – that is a relatively new challenge. Continually decreasing “time-to-market” 
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cycles now demand an entire integrated process that is as fully-automated as possible. The 
numerous arrows in the process diagram make clear that there are an increasing number of 
subprocesses to be completed in the overall process flow. One World Publishing encompasses 
practically all DTP technologies developed up to now.  

An example: English documentation created in FrameMaker or Word is supposed to be 
translated into German, Greek, Polish, and Chinese. Each language is then supposed to be 
published in HTML and PDF formats. Previously, a typical approach went somewhat as follows: 
you sent the Word or FrameMaker files in the source language to the company's foreign offices 
and left it up to colleagues there to take care of things. Now, of course, it is necessary to 
centralize (because the local offices are under heavy pressure to save money...) maintenance, 
costs, and quality control for the technical documentation. This leads inevitably to the overall 
process of One World Publishing, which practically has to be accomplished on a single 
computer system.  

What do you have to look out for technically in regard to the overall process? Along with 
numerous online-specific technical conversions (hyperlinks, compression, graphic conversion, 
etc.), the following questions are crucial: Do I even have the fonts I need to display all the 
necessary characters? Does my computer system offer the possibility to utilize these fonts 
throughout the entire One World Publishing process?  

1.2 Who will reveal the secrets of One World Publishing technologies? 

A good pool of usable information on the topic is available from Microsoft, Adobe, and the 
unique examples presented by Thomas Merz in his new book “Postscript and Acrobat/PDF 
Bible” (for more on the contents and ordering possibilities see: http://www.pdflib.com/ ) 

Microsoft addresses the topic directly: 

“You are not world-ready if... 
...not fully Unicode enabled. 
...not font-independent”  
Source: http://www.microsoft.com/globaldev/NotWorldReady/notworldready.asp  

Without Unicode and font-independence, no One World Publishing; that is underscored by both 
Microsoft and Adobe. A look at the respective Adobe and Microsoft URLs (below) emphasizes, 
however, the companies' different views regarding the details: 

– http://partners.adobe.com/asn/developer/type/main.html  

– http://www.microsoft.com/globaldev/  

The following information focuses in particular on the technical aspects of OS and publishing 
systems in regard to foreign languages, with further references to comprehensive information 
on related topics (Cross Media, Single Source Editing, Translation Workflow).  

One World Publishing requires, along with classic DTP and Translation Workflow skills, basic 
knowledge of the following topic areas: 

1. Character sets, encoding, codepages 

http://www.pdflib.com/bibel/index.html
http://www.microsoft.com/globaldev/NotWorldReady/notworldready.asp
http://partners.adobe.com/asn/developer/type/main.html
http://www.microsoft.com/globaldev/
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2. Font technology 

3. Font character group 

4. Glyphs (the graphic representation of characters) 

5. Keyboard settings, language settings in OS 

6. Text creation, conversion and presentation of characters in the publishing process 

7. Processing documents on diverse system platforms and with diverse language versions of 
a publishing system 

2 From codepages to Unicode character set 

2.1 8-bit codepages ... and the world disintegrates into many parts 

It is standard for American software these days to support all characters of the western Latin 
languages; this standard is called ISO Latin 1, Windows ANSI, or Adobe Standard Encoding. 

Hence, in the publishing field today, one can still sense an “Iron Curtain”: Eastern Europe is, in 
regard to the specific East European characters, beyond the “ascertainable and supportable”. 
Cyrillic characters and the Greek alphabet are, according to this mindset, “Third World Fringe”.  

 

Which codepages are available under Windows and which ones provide a font can be seen 
with a tool such as the UniBook character browser, for example (download from 
http://www.unicode.org/unibook/) 

Before the turn of the millenium, all languages not covered by ISO Latin 1 required special 
solutions that, by means of certain codepages, were more or less standardized and then more 
or less poorly converted by publishing systems. The result: in regard to character coding, the 
world divided into a First, Second and Third World. 

http://www.unicode.org/unibook
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2.2 Unicode 

“When the world wants to talk, it speaks Unicode”  
Source: http://www.unicode.org/iuc/iuc20/a303.html  

 

Subdividing of Unicode into different blocks. These blocks only serve towards better orientation 
and do not concur with earlier codepages.  
(Source: The Online Edition of The Unicode Standard, 
http://www.unicode.org/unicode/uni2book/u2.html) 

In the meantime, at least the term Unicode is no longer foreign: Unicode has become the 
manufacturer-neutral standard for character set coding of all characters for all languages of the 
world. Since up until now, all character set standards, such as ASCII, ANSI and ISO Latin, 
could only encode a maximum of 127 or 255 characters at a time, these standards restricted 
themselves to just a small subset of the required characters. In order to nevertheless publish in 
diverse languages, a tangled mess of font hacks and manufacturer-specific coding methods 
developed uncontrollably.  

There is a multitude of good information available about Unicode. Here is a small sampling: 

– http://www.unicode.org/unicode/faq/ Unicode FAQ 

– http://www.unicode.org/unicode/standard/principles.html a technical introduction 

– http://www.unicode.org/unicode/uni2book/u2.html  an online version of the Unicode 3.0 
standard (in PDF format)  

– http://www.alanwood.net/unicode/ a very appealing, condensed overview 

http://www.unicode.org/iuc/iuc20/a303.html
http://www.unicode.org/unicode/uni2book/u2.html
http://www.unicode.org/unicode/faq/
http://www.unicode.org/unicode/standard/principles.html
http://www.unicode.org/unicode/uni2book/u2.html
http://www.alanwood.net/unicode/
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– http://www.informatik.hu-berlin.de/~obecker/Lehre/XML/03-unicode.html German 
language introduction  

Unicode, which as a16-bit standard can encode up to 65,535 characters, was urgently needed 
in terms of One World Publishing; it is only possible to edit and publish documents independent 
of platform and in all languages on the basis of such a standard.  

After the Unicode standard was made public, it took more than ten years – until the 21st century 
– before (just to cite the leading programs used for publishing technical documentation) 
Microsoft Word, along with Adobe InDesign and Adobe Acrobat (the latter unfortunately with 
limitations) used this standard.  

The foundation was laid by Microsoft with Windows NT and the subsequent OS versions 
Windows 2000 and Windows XP: these systems are for the first time completely “Unicode 
enabled”. The typical publishing user is probably aware that the familiar TrueType fonts, which 
previously required less than 60KB, are now “heavyweights” weighing in at more than 200KB. 
Which information is contained within this byte expansion can be viewed using the free Font 
Properties Extension from Microsoft. (Download from: 
http://www.microsoft.com/typography/property/property.htm?fname=%20&fsize) 

  

The properties of Arial and Arial Unicode, revealed by the Font Properties Extension. The tool 
also displays the properties of Adobe OpenType fonts (file extension OTF). 

A single font, such as Arial or Times New Roman, now provides character representations 
(glyphs) for all “conventional languages” – with the exception, however, of the Asian languages 
(note: the number corresponds to the Windows codepage designation):  

– 1252 Latin1 
– 1250 Latin 2 East Europe: for Americans, that is Central Europe, hence those fonts 

which support this codepage are often labeled with the designation “CE” 
– 1251 Cyrillic  

http://www.informatik.hu-berlin.de/~obecker/Lehre/XML/03-unicode.html
http://www.microsoft.com/typography/property/property.htm?fname=%20&fsize
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– 1253 Greek  
– 1254 Turkish  
– 1255 Hebrew  
– 1256 Arabic  
– 1257 Windows Baltic  
– 1258 Vietnamese  

Along with the classic codepages, the fonts also support the Unicode range corresponding to 
these languages, i.e. they are “Unicode enabled”. Microsoft has made Arial Unicode MS 
available for download as an example of an (almost) complete Unicode font, which incredibly 
provides 51,180 characters packed within 23MB, whereby Arial 'only' encompasses 1296 
characters. (Download from: http://office.microsoft.com/downloads/2000/aruniupd.aspx ). 

In order to display all characters of a Unicode font, an application must itself support Unicode, 
and currently there are very few programs that do, such as Word 2000 und InDesign 2.0.  

2.3 Support for Asian languages apart from Unicode 
Since Asian languages cannot be displayed by means of an 8-bit codepage (they can contain 
several thousand characters and each one requires 2 bytes for encoding), there is another 
standard in existence since before Unicode called “Double-Byte Character Set” or “DBCS”. 
Information regarding DBCS can be found under 
http://www.microsoft.com/typography/unicode/cs.htm. 

2.4 The character set made available to a DTP application 

That Windows understands Unicode is a great thing, but that makes no difference to an 
application like FrameMaker that doesn't understand Unicode. FrameMaker can nonetheless 
take advantage of Unicode fonts, as Microsoft has provided for mapping functionality between 
the Unicode character set and the classic codepages, both in the operating system and in the 
fonts. This mapping is controlled in part by the keyboard driver and language setting and in part 
by so-called virtual fonts.  

http://office.microsoft.com/downloads/2000/aruniupd.aspx
http://www.microsoft.com/typography/unicode/cs.htm
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Codepages and virtual font representation in FrameMaker, for example using the OpenType 
font WarnockPro 

Since TrueType fonts, as well as Adobe OpenType fonts, can support numerous codepages, 
Microsoft provides a virtual font-mapping between the codepage and the designated font. To 
the user, each assigned codepage is presented in an application such as FrameMaker as a 
native font, i.e. the Adobe OpenType font Warnock Pro is designated as Warnock Pro CE, 
Warnock Pro Cyr, Warnock Pro Greek or Arial additionally as Arial CE, Arial CYR, Arial Greek, 
and even as Arial Arabic etc. 

The interface between the codepages and and the correlating virtual fonts is defined in the 
Windows Registry. Microsoft is silent on this topic, and other companies such as Adobe 
completely ignore the subject matter. Especially users from East European countries saw 
themselves compelled to do pioneer work. Consequently, the WGL Assistant, for example, was 
developed in order to make fiddling around in the Registry unnecessary. The tool also includes 
valuable information on the entire topic of fonts.  
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WGL Assistant for comfortably activating virtual fonts. Download from: http://wgl.typ.pl/ The tool 
can be used with TrueType and OpenType fonts (Microsoft and Adobe). 

Virtual font mapping can also be activated or deactivated (providing that this is fundamentally 
possible). This way, the user can, for instance, activate the same virtual fonts for Arial Narrow 
that Microsoft provides for Arial. Word does not require any virtual font mapping and, as a 
Unicode application, doesn't display the virtual fonts.  

German-language information on the topics font mapping / font splitting can be found at: 

http://www.fontshop.de/supportc.php3?ns=13&sns=0&  

http://www.ccss.de/slovo/win95.htm  

3 Font technologies (Type 1, TrueType, OpenType)  
The Arial example unfortunately doesn't hold true for Type 1 fonts, i.e. the classic Adobe 
PostScript fonts: Adobe only jumped on the Unicode bandwagon beginning with the OpenType 
standard, released together with Microsoft. That's why Type 1 fonts will hardly play a role in 
One World Publishing. Only TrueType and OpenType fonts (the Microsoft as well as the Adobe 
version) can be utilized efficiently in One World Publishing processes. Incidentally, OpenType 
fonts are based on TrueType technology, which is why Microsoft retained the file extension 
TTF. Adobe included a bit of Type 1 technology - the glyph description - in its OpenType fonts, 
“embedded” it in the OpenType world, then used the file extension “OTF”. Both font versions 
perform absolutely identically to the user - a milestone in computer history.  

http://wgl.typ.pl/
http://www.fontshop.de/supportc.php3?ns=13&sns=0&
http://www.ccss.de/slovo/win95.htm
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Test yourself: what do each of the respective symbols mean that are displayed in the Windows 
Fonts folder?  

 

Representation of the fonts as icons in the Fonts folder and their technology: OpenType, 
TrueType, Type 1. Type 1 fonts are displayed as a link since they are managed by the Adobe 
Type Manager Deluxe (ATM) itself in this example. Since Windows 2000, the ATM is integrated 
as a “light version” into the operating system and is only necessary as a separate program if 
you want to use the convenient administration features. 

Good information about font technologies can be found, for example, at: 

– http://www.adobe.com/type/opentype/qna.html (English) 

– http://www.unicode.org/unicode/faq/font_keyboard.html (English) 

– http://partners.adobe.com/asn/developer/type/ftypes.html (English) 

4 Font character set 
A font makes a certain number of characters available, which is referred to as a character 
group. A specific character set is made available from this code group by means of the 
codepage mapping. A codepage makes a maximum of 256 characters of this code group 
available to a publishing system. If the font and the publishing system are Unicode-enabled, 
then you can recall the entire code group. That doesn't mean, however, that you can enter a 
character with a normal keyboard.  

 

http://www.adobe.de/type/opentype/qna.html
http://www.unicode.org/unicode/faq/font_keyboard.html
http://partners.adobe.com/asn/developer/type/ftypes.html
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Information about the number of characters with the help of the Font Properties Extension“ 

Windows only displays a few font properties without an add-on tool. Only with the help of the 
“Font Properties Extension” do you get comprehensive information about each TrueType or 
OpenType font. Download at: 
http://www.microsoft.com/typography/property/property.htm?fname=%20&fsize=  

5 Glyphs, i.e. the graphic representation of characters 

 

An example of the correlation between glyphs and character coding; here Unicode (from the 
Unicode standard) 

In order to be able to enter a certain foreign character into a publishing system and then have it 
displayed (i.e. actually be able to see the glyphs), you need a font that contains that character. 
But that alone is not enough. Only a suitable correlation between a font and a character set 
effects the display of a character. For certain languages, e.g. Asiatic languages, the operating 
system can automatically take care of this correlation and activate it in the publishing system 
(providing that this functionality is even used at all by the publishing system). For all other 
languages, you must manually select a suitable font and additonally activate the desired 
language in Windows. Then, finally, you can enter text in the foreign language.  

With programs such as FrameMaker which are not Unicode-capable you must, in addition to 
selecting the font, activate a suitable codepage. This is accomplished by means of virtual font 
mapping, which ensures that the correlation between font and character set is automatically 
established. For details, see: "2.4 The character set made available to a DTP application".  

It is probably not clear to many DTP users that the graphic display of a character – glyphs – 
must be seen as being technically independent from the character set coding: it can be the 
case, for example, that two Unicode characters are assigned to one glyph (e.g. ligatures); 
conversely, it can happen that one Unicode character is assigned to different glyphs.  

The difference between a codepage and Unicode also emphasizes the difference between 
glyphs and character coding, as illustrated in the following example: the dash “–” is hexadecimal 
coded as 2013 under Unicode, under ANSI decimal as 0150. Word 2000's special character 
table is only sorted according to Unicode subsets. Thus you don't find the dash “in the right 
place” any more. On the other hand, the Windows 2000 special character table is configurable 
and accordingly provides much greater ease of use. 

http://www.microsoft.com/typography/property/property.htm?fname=%20&fsize
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 The special character tables of Word 2000 and Windows 2000. Windows 2000's is configurable 
and accordingly much more usable; it also offers a special online Help 

Observing the technical differentiation between glyphs and character coding on the one hand 
and controlling the exact correlation between glyphs and character coding on the other hand is 
particularly necessary in a conversion process from a publishing system to various media. One 
recalls how disastrous PDF conversions of documents that were formatted with TrueType fonts 
were in the past: the display of the glyphs was usually acceptable, but a search in the document 
was impossible because the PostScript printer driver recoded the characters in such a manner 
that it was as if they had been encrypted. This recoding phenomenon in regard to TrueType 
fonts is finally a thing of the past since Acrobat 4.  

But also for converting to HTML, the following applies: Only a precisely planned coding in the 
conversion process produces HTML pages with the same character displays – glyphs – as in 
the printed document. And only Unicode-coding according to UTF-8 permits HTML pages to be 
produced that also display German characters (e.g. with umlauts) next to any other language, 
such as Chinese, on the same page. 

Since the whole issue of codepages, character groups, character display (glyphs) etc. is so 
complicated, Unicode is not just a nice feature, but rather an absolute necessity for a stable 
One World Publishing process.  
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6 Keyboard/language support under Windows 2000 

6.1 Installing languages via country settings 

 

Settings for language support in Windows 2000 

Since Windows 2000, it has only been necessary to keep the installation CD handy for the 
additional activation of languages. Before Windows 2000, the necessary data first had to be 
downloaded by means of the Internet Explorer installation in order to be able to activate them.  

In order to enter a particular language (not yet freely choosable) via the keyboard, the following 
steps must be taken in the system control panel: 

1. Install and activate the appropriate language group via Regional options > Language 
settings. 

2. Choose the approriate input locale and keyboard layout via Regional options > Input locale 
(This option also allows you to activate special input supports for languages such as 
Chinese and Japanese, if necessary) 

Especially with "exotic“ languages, particularly careful consideration must be taken of a suitable 
keyboard layout, also known as IME (Input Method Editor). Otherwise, it may be possible to 
input a foreign character, but not in a logical manner as would be assumed by pressing the 
keys. The problem can be illustrated with this simple example: German text can be input with 
the QWERTY or the QWERTZ keyboard layout. Depending on which layout a user is used to, 
the unfamiliar keyboard layout can cause a user to despair and falsely assume font or 
codepage problems. 

Tips on language installation can be found, for example, at: 
http://cet.middlebury.edu/Smitheram/demoDocs/win2000Lang/win2000langInstall.html  

Regarding language installation, a user must take into consideration that depending on the 
language, many additional fonts must be installed, which could cause the Windows font folder 
to become rather complex. 

http://cet.middlebury.edu/Smitheram/demoDocs/win2000Lang/win2000langInstall.html
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Language Font name File name Unicode-enabled (U); 
supported codepages 

Arabic Andalus 

Arabic Transparent (various type-face 
versions) 

Simplified Arabic (various type-face 
versions) 

Traditional Arabic (various type-face 
versions) 

Andlso.ttf  

Artro*.ttf 

simp*.ttf 

trad*.ttf 

U, 1256 Arabic 

U, 1256 Arabic 

U, 1256 Arabic 

U, 1256 Arabic 

Chinese, traditional MingLiU & PMingLiU  mingliu.ttc  Double byte, BIG 5 

Chinese, Simplified SimSun & NSimSun  

SimHei 

simsun.ttc  

simhei.ttf 

U, Double byte, GB 2312 

936 Chinese Simplified 

Japanese  MS Mincho & MS PMincho  

MS Gothic, MS PGothic & MS UI Gothic 

msmincho.ttc  

msgothic.ttc 

Double byte 

Double byte 

Korean  Batang, BatangChe; Gungsuh, 
GungsuhChe  

Gulim, GulimChe;  
Dotum, DotumChe 

batang.ttc  
 

gulim.ttc 

Double byte 
 

Double byte 

Thai Angsana (various type-face versions) 

Browallia (various type-face versions) 

Cordia (various type-face versions) 

DilleniaUPC (various type-face versions) 

EucrosialUPC (various type-face versions) 

IrisUPC (various type-face versions) 

JasmineUPC (various type-face versions) 

KodchiangUPC (various type-face 
versions) 

LilyUPC (various type-face versions) 

ANGSA*.TTF 

BROWA*.TTF 

CORDIA*.TTF 

UPCD*.TTF 

UPCE*.TTF 

UPCI*.TTF 

UPCJ*.TTF 

UPCK*.TTF 

UPCL*.TTF 

U, 1252 Latin 1, 874 Thai 

U, 1252 Latin 1, 874 Thai 

U, 1252 Latin 1, 874 Thai 

U, 874 Thai 

U, 874 Thai 

U, 874 Thai 

U, 874 Thai 

U, 874 Thai 

U, 874 Thai 

Fonts that can be installed using the Windows language setting, if necessary.  
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6.2 Activating installed languages using the task bar 

Once all of the necessary languages have been installed and activated in the system control 
panel (Regional options), they can be activated using the task bar or the "Input locales" tab 
under Regional options.  

 

Keyboard and language support can be controlled via the task bar 

In a publishing system, in order to truly be able to write in an activated foreign language, an 
additional suitable font may have to be activated manually, depending on the language and the 
publishing system involved. 

6.3 Input support for foreign languages: Microsoft Visual Keyboard 

In the One World Publishing process, it is often the case that a user must correct foreign-
language documents, but the user not only lacks a completely localized computer for every 
target language but also does not even understand the relative target language. Either way, 
support is necessary for inputting the characters. Microsoft offers the "Microsoft Visual 
Keyboard" as a download which will soon be indispensable. 

 

Visualization of the keyboard layout for an activated language with the help of the free Microsoft 
Visual Keyboard. Source http://office.microsoft.com/germany/downloads/2000/viskeyboard.aspx  

If, for example, in FrameMaker, the language setting unintentionally switches back to the 
standard language after you input a character, then you must temporarily enter the respective 
target language as the standard language. 

Unfortunately, in the World-Wibe Web, there seems to be no clear representation of the 
different alphabets comparable to DUDEN's overview in " Satz- und Korrekturanweisungen" 
(Composition and Correction Instructions). Nevertheless, there are a few web-links that at least 
point in this direction: 

http://office.microsoft.com/germany/downloads/2000/viskeyboard.aspx
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– Index for individual languages and on foreign-language word processing 
http://www.uni-koeln.de/themen/fremdsprachig/  

– Database with complex search masks for filtering out special characters in many foreign 
languages http://www.eki.ee/letter/  

–   
The small "Foreign Characters" tool, with which special characters in various languages 
can easily be called up, is a nice idea but not yet mature, http://www.less-mess.com/  

6.4 Input support for Asian languages: the Microsoft IME's 

For "complicated" languages that are not based on an alphabet, Microsoft offers special inout 
editors: Microsoft Global Input Method Editors (IME's): 

– IME for Chinese, Simplified and Traditional  

– IME for Japanese  

– IME for Korean   

Note from Microsoft: “On Windows 2000, the Global IME's work in any application since that OS 
has full-featured East Asian input support built in. On Windows Millennium, Windows 98, 
Windows 95, and Windows NT 4.0, the Global IMEs work only in supporting applications. 
Global IME is designed to help individuals and businesses who want to communicate in 
Chinese, Japanese, or Korean without having to run a separate Chinese, Japanese, or Korean 
version of Windows. With Global IME, a business based in New York could use its U.S. version 
of the browser to send messages in Korean to an overseas affiliate. And a student attending 
classes in Paris could write documents in Japanese.” (See also: 
http://www.microsoft.com/windows/ie/downloads/recommended/ime/default.asp ) 

In the field of basic technology, Microsoft is proving itself to be almost a role model for One 
World Publishing support. "Almost" meaning that there are apparently only supports for the 
IME's in the activated language; even an English IME introduction does not exist. That was 
different under Windows NT with the old IME's; back then, there existed introductory information 
in English. 

 

The IME supports do not help everybody (here, the Japanese IME) 

http://www.uni-koeln.de/themen/fremdsprachig/
http://www.eki.ee/letter/
http://www.less-mess.com/
http://www.microsoft.com/windows/ie/downloads/recommended/ime/default.asp
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For more information on the (Microsoft) IME's 

– http://www.seanspot.com/jwrite/MS-IME/UseIME/jwrite-ime-enter-turnon.htm  

– http://www.andante.org/ime_install.html  

– http://zsigri.tripod.com/fontboard/cjk/input.html  

An IME application requires at least basic knowledge of the language in question, so here are a 
few links on the IME languages: 

– Simplified Chinese vs. Traditional Chinese : http://www.gvlocalization.com/en/faq.html  

– Japanese Writing – Introduction: http://www.seanspot.com/jwrite/jwrite-mframe.htm  

– Korean Writing: http://www.declan-software.com/korean.htm  

No special IME is necessary for Arabic: Once Arabic has been activated, a user can write in 
Arabic in Word 2000; if he is an amateur, he will be surprised to see that the characters and 
cursor move to the left instead of to the right. The Microsoft Visual Keyboard also switches to 
Arabic. Even FrameMaker displays the Arabic characters typed with the Visual Keyboard, 
provided that the Arial Arabic virtual font was activated. We have not yet been able to test how 
usable this surprising development truly is. 

 

Microsoft Visual Keyboard with Arabic display 

For further information on Arabic 

– Tips for inputting Arabic characters: http://zsigri.tripod.com/fontboard/arabic.html  

– Tips on the Arabic language http://www.al-bab.com/arab/language/lang.htm  

http://www.seanspot.com/jwrite/MS-IME/UseIME/jwrite-ime-enter-turnon.htm
http://www.andante.org/ime_install.html
http://zsigri.tripod.com/fontboard/cjk/input.html
http://www.gvlocalization.com/en/faq.html
http://www.seanspot.com/jwrite/jwrite-mframe.htm
http://www.declan-software.com/korean.htm
http://zsigri.tripod.com/fontboard/arabic.html
http://www.al-bab.com/arab/language/lang.htm
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7 Converting and displaying characters in the Cross Media Publishing 
process 
 

 

The illustration shows a Chinese PDF document converted by FrameMaker with Chinese 
bookmarks. Some of the characters in the bookmarks are identified as being Japanese: Is this a 
system error or the result of related languages? 

The most interesting issue for the "One World Publisher" is certainly the export of a foreign-
language document to HTML or PDF. The traditional desktop publisher only deals with the 
correct output of glyphs since he only takes the print-out on paper into consideration. The One 
World Publisher must also check the character coding in the coverted medium precisely, 
sometimes experiencing an umpleasant surprise.  

Even if the individual tools are Unicode-enabled, the converting process by no means has to be: 
Unfortunately, for example, the PDFMaker for Word does not produce any Unicode bookmarks 
in PDF, which is quite an absurdity under the current Acrobat 5.05 version. Acrobat-Web-
Capture also cannot manage non-Romance languages well and in a test, InDesign created 
strange PDF bookmarks in which ellipses (...) simply appeared after a certain number of 
characters. Although FrameMaker converts Chinese documents (Simplified Chinese) including 
bookmarks to PDF, the bookmarks contain in part incorrect character codes. This appears to 
depend on whether or not Japanese is also an activated language in the operating system next 
to Chinese. We have not been able to find any information on this topic at all in the Internet. The 
FrameMaker 6.0 Online Help explains non-chalantly: "PDF export for Chinese and Korean text 
is not supported by this FrameMaker version". It is clear that particularly Adobe urgently needs 
to catch up in terms of "One World Publishing". 

Adobe seems to have acknowledged One World Publishing insofar as a new trend as it has 
begun to localize all important Adobe products (except for FrameMaker) to CE- and ME-
versions, see also: http://www.winsoft.fr/whatsNew/whatsnew.html and 
http://www.adobeceea.com/. However, we find this approach dubious, if as a result, the entire 
Unicode support, which is absolutely necessary for every language version of an Adobe 
product, were to be ignored. Again: complete Unicode support (even for searching and 
replacing and for other system dialogs) is a compulsory requirement of the One World 
Publishing process. 

http://www.winsoft.fr/whatsNew/whatsnew.html
http://www.adobeceea.com/
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An excellent website on Unicode bookmarks for PDF is presented by Shlomo Perets: 
http://www.microtype.com/TimeSavers.html#anchor84942  

Two other interesting links on HTML conversion: 

– Tips for Developing Non-English Web Sites, Encoding on the Internet, Reading Web 
Sites  http://tlt.its.psu.edu/suggestions/international/web/index.html  

– Unicode and Multilingual Support in HTML, Fonts, Web Browsers and Other Applications 
http://www.alanwood.net/unicode/  

8 DTP Tools: Cross-Language and Cross-Platform Document Processing  

8.1 Overlocalization of well-known DTP tools 

For major multilingual publishing projects, it is actually self-evident to want to use a publishing 
system in different language versions. However, system manufacturers did not take this 
workflow into account while localizing their publishing software. "Overlocalization" confronts the 
user with unpleasant surprises: The English FrameMaker creates, for example, tables of 
contents as "TOC's", unlike the German FrameMaker which creates "IVZ's". These localization 
details continue in many system-related functions. As a result, a cross-language use of 
FrameMaker becomes impossible (with respect to its language versions), even if a certain 
dialog in the index definition suggests the opposite.  

Word also shows unusable localization properties: If a user works with standard format 
templates, these templates are automatically translated into the respective language version, 
e.g. the format template "Titel" in the German Word is automatically changed to "Title" in the 
English Word. Too bad that this language conversion is not automatically carried over in the 
style references. 

The necessity of working with different system platforms (e.g. Windows, Apple) and also with 
different language versions of a DTP system is a typical "side effect" of globalization: in this 
field, system manufacturers must finally learn to understand the typical publishing workflow of 
an internationally active company. Even though FrameMaker sets a relatively good example 
and offers cross-platform functionality, neither system-wide work nor simultaneous work with 
multiple language versions of a system is currently suitable for One World Publishing processes 
– a sad balance in light of the 17-year old DTP era! 

Word is clearly one of the modern Unicode-based word-processing and publishing tools. What 
Word is missing is its suitability as a complete tool for DTP and Cross-Media – a field where 
Microsoft shows blatant know-how weaknesses. Companies like Adobe and Quadralay are 
trying to lend a helping hand: Adobe delivers the PDFMaker as a collection of macros for 
converting Word documents to PDF, and Quadralay is now introducing the WebWorks 
Publisher for Word (http://www.quadralay.com/products/wwp_wh/default.asp) for professional 
HTML/XML conversion in all of its variants. But the PDFMaker, of all things, does not use the 
Unicode features and it is still too soon to tell how useful the WebWorks Publisher is. Both add-
ons, however, still cannot compensate for the Word architecture that is extremely unstable for 
DTP purposes. 

http://www.microtype.com/TimeSavers.html#anchor84942
http://ets.cac.psu.edu/users/ejp10/international/tutorial/index.html
http://www.alanwood.net/unicode/
http://www.quadralay.com/products/wwp_wh/default.asp
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8.2 FrameMaker, Unicode and Foreign-Language Fonts 

8.2.1 Supporting CJK languages 

FrameMaker is not "Unicode-enabled" but does recognize a special supoort for the CJK 
languages, i.e. Chinese, Korean, and Japanese. For these languages, FrameMaker uses what 
is called the double-byte standard with the following encodings: 

– Simplified Chinese: GBK character set,  
Adobe comments: “FrameMaker supports the GBK character set, which is a superset of 
the GB2312-80 character set. The Simplified Chinese versions of Windows systems 
support GBK.“  

– Traditional Chinese: Big5 character set. 

– Korean: KSC 5601-1992 character set. 

The documentation entitled Chinese_and_Korean_Features.pdf, which describes the support of 
the C(J)K languages, is also part of FrameMaker's online handbooks. Adobe states in this 
version, slightly modified for FrameMaker 7: “You can display, input, print, search and replace, 
import, and export Chinese and Korean text. To use these new Chinese and Korean features, 
install the English version of your FrameMaker product on Chinese or Korean operating 
systems.“ That directly opposes Microsoft's claim, however, that every Windows is a 
(homogeneous) multilingual Windows.  

With FrameMaker 7, Adobe finally offers information on publishing in Japanese. 
http://www.adobe.com/products/framemaker/pdfs/jauthoring.pdf . But again, this information 
(the user already suspects it) contains a catch: “Users can access the Japanese features of 
FrameMaker 7.0 with a familiar user interface as long as a Japanese operating system is 
installed.“ That also opposes Microsoft's claim that every Windows is a (homogeneous) 
multilingual Windows. 

For languages that are neither covered by the ISO-Latin-1 (Windows 1252) character set nor by 
the CJK extensions, virtual fonts provided by Windows can be used in FrameMaker. This 
process, also known as font splitting, can be manually activated with suitable fonts by means of 
appropriate registry entries (see also 2.4 „The character set made available to a DTP 
application“). Unfortunately, Microsoft and Adobe do not offer any further information on this 
topic. 

8.2.2 Creating an index in FrameMaker 

In dialog boxes, FrameMaker does not support any characters outside of the ANSI/Windows 
1252 character set. Nevertheless, indices can still be created for FrameMaker documents even 
in non-Romance languages: 

http://www.adobe.com/products/framemaker/pdfs/jauthoring.pdf
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Despite the lack of Unicode support, Greek documents including a Greek index, for example, 
can be created in FrameMaker 

For creating the index, the user must have a good knowledge of how to adapt index reference 
pages. For creating index and other marker text, the user can use additional tool such as IXgen  
(http://home.pacifier.com/~franks/ixmid.html) or Index Tools Professional 
(http://www.siliconprairiesoftware.com/) or the Systec toolbox (http://www.systec-
gmbh.com/tdsolution/de/loesung/index.html). 

http://home.pacifier.com/~franks/ixmid.html
http://www.siliconprairiesoftware.com/
http://www.systec-gmbh.com/tdsolution/de/loesung/index.html
http://www.systec-gmbh.com/tdsolution/de/loesung/index.html
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8.2.3 FrameMaker limitations with East European languages 

When looking more closely at the subjects of character sets and FrameMaker, we are 
confronted with an extremly complex set of problems, since FrameMaker internally remaps all 
characters to the Mac Roman character set. Consequently, a fundamental problem remains 
with respect to FrameMaker codepage support: For virtual font mapping, FrameMaker does not 
use all of the available characters. The following illustration serves as an example: 

  

Critical areas in codepage mapping for FrameMaker and patched CE-codepages  
ANSI = Western (= ISO Latin) = Windows 1252, CE = Windows 1250, Cyrillic = Windows 1251 

Since FrameMaker does not recognize any character under position 143 in the native character 
set, it does not show the Zacute character in the virtual CE font. Character 157 appears to be 
hard-coded in FrameMaker (bug). For this reason, tcaron also cannot be displayed in the CE  
font. itl (www.itl.de) and cap-studio (www.cap-studio.de) offer a project solution in which a 
particular Windows systems file is patched; this solution performed well in tests. Advantage of 
this solution: No fonts are bent out of shape! 

Overall, this can only be described as a work-around solution, especially since at least the 
bookmark problem still remains during PDF conversion and the Unicode bookmark feature 
(www.microtype.com) offered by Shlomo Perets does not solve all of the mapping problems, 
either.  

Therefore, FrameMaker's most serious weakness is that it does not support Unicode. On the 
other hand, FrameMaker offers by far the best basis for technical documentation in all other 
aspects of One World Publishing. Actually, FrameMaker could also be the ideal model for 
Adobes vision of Network Publishing, if it weren't for Adobe's total fixation on InDesign. 
However, in terms of One World Publishing and the production of technical documentation, 
InDesign is not yet well enough developed – even in Version 2.0 – in order to be a serious 
alternative to FrameMaker. 

The new FrameMaker 7.0 now offers "XML roundtripping", i.e. XML import and export including 
receipt of all (!) Unicode characters that were available in the data stream during the import. 
Nevertheless, the layout engine remains unchanged, i.e. FrameMaker still cannot display 
Unicode characters outside of the ISO Latin 1/Mac Roman mapping. For this reason, during 
XML import, FrameMaker temporarily parks characters that it cannot display in special markers 
in order to add them back into the data stream again during XML export. 

http://www.itl.de/
http://www.cap-studio.de/
http://www.microtype.com/
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9 Old and new questions regarding the entire One World Publishing 
process 
Tools and having command over them represent only one side of One World Publishing, and 
this is why the topic does not sound very revolutionary to DTP professionals. The real challenge 
is in viewing the traditionally separate processes as one whole process: process 
implementations for editing, translating, reviews, finishing and cross-media all the way to 
distribution form the entire process of One World Publishing for technical documentation. 

The translation issue brings up still further questions regarding cross-media production – how 
do I get, for example, Chinese bookmarks in a PDF, or what about an HTML-based Online Help 
in Hungarian with integarted full-text search? Translations and production processes can also 
influence editing because the entire concept must not only take into consideration that a target 
language may need more space than the source language, but also which consequences this 
might have, and much more. 

Template creations for the publishing systems must cover all subprocesses of One World 
Publishing. The traditional idea according to which a template includes font sizes and a page 
layout and this determines the appearance of a documentation in print is much too simplified. 
One World Publishing templates must also answer the following questions: 

– Are the paragraph and character formats chosen in such a way that they adequately 
reflect the document's structure for a rule-based HTML conversion, or are additional 
formats needed which were not necessary in the print process? How can navigation 
elements be dynamically derived from the source documents? 

– Are the values for the micro and macro typography stored in the template suitable for 
conversion in the respective formats? What happens to tab indentations after HTML 
conversion? How are key symbols, which are defined as a special font, converted to 
HTML? 

– Where and how must templates cover each target language in addition to the source 
language (fonts, syllable breaks, space requirement for graphics legends)? What does a 
template have to contain in order for the resulting documents to run efficiently through a 
translation workflow based on a translation memory system? 
See also e.g. http://www.itl.de/media/pdf/Transit_FM.book.pdf  

– Are the template settings suitable for the PDF workflow in the modern offset print based 
on the computer-to-plate process? For example: How can the PDF trimbox be influenced 
in FrameMaker so that the printing press can resume the PDF workflow without any 
problems, and what work-arounds are there for the untold RGB color conversion on PC 
platforms? See also e.g. http://www.grafikhuset.dk/TxtProductInfoCC.htm  

Templates for One World Publishing must be structured in a process-oriented manner and are 
more equivalent to tool-programming than to a traditional definition of page layout parameters. 

http://www.itl.de/media/pdf/Transit_FM.book.pdf
http://www.grafikhuset.dk/TxtProductInfoCC.htm
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9.1 One World Publishing – An Example 

  

Single-source document in FrameMaker (print representation) and result of the fully automatic 
HTML conversion 

A complete One World Publishing system environment based on FrameMaker, FrameScript, 
WebWorks Publisher, Acrobat and WinBatch was implemented for the customer. For editors 
and copy editors, the preflight functions and other function expansions are particularly 
noteworthy (see illustration) 

 

Preflight check and other function expansions. The preflight check cannot be compared with 
typical prepress functions: approx. 40 checks are performed during which errors that could 
negatively influence the conversion process to HTML and PDF are automatically corrected as 
much as possible. 
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The following example demonstrates how complex and cost-intensive One World Publishing 
projects can become:  

A document of approx. 2000 pages must be produced in 10 languages in print, PDF and HTML 
form. During the translation process, it is discovered that the HTML link to the manufacturer's 
homepage, which is defined and documented on every page, must be reset. What can be done 
in this case, how long will it take and how much will it cost? 

 

 

Sprachen 

Produkte 18

3 

12 

ü

18 Produkte x 3 Medien x 12 Sprachen = 648 Outputs 

18

 

Cross-media explosions in the converted translation/localization projekt 

To all apperances, it is the integrated view of One World Publishing that comes up with 
completely new surprises and challenges on the already beaten path of Desktop Publishing. 

10 Summary 
One World Publishing – Single Source Editing, Translation Workflow, Cross Media Publishing – 
this is the greatest challenge placed on publishing. All parties involved are confronted through it 
with the following limitations, which must be overcome: 

– Companies who wish to document their products for the global market must recognize 
that such processes and projects cost more then traditional DTP or single translation 
projects. However: An OWP project is definitely cheaper than the previous total cost of a 
non-OWP project. 

– Documentation service providers require additional know-how that goes far beyond that 
of pure translation and singular DTP processes. 

– DTP producers must make their tools fully Unicode-compatible without any ifs, ands or 
buts, and the Unicode capability must be checked throughout the entire process chain: 
All DTP systems must urgently be expanded in their functionality while improving system 
quality instead of diminishing it. Microsoft (and Apple?) have created the basis; Adobe, in 
particular, must now face demands. 

The times when DTP was considered revolutionary are over.  
The revolution of One World Publishing has just now begun. 
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